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The Facebook Pixel is a piece of code added to the backend of your
website. Have I lost you already? Not to worry. I'll explain all the
things you need to know to find it, install it and why the heck it's
important in creating your killer ads strategy.

WHY THE NEW FACEBOOK PIXEL IS IMPORTANT

What the Facebook Pixel does is track each visitor to your website. We
use other tools to do this as well, like Google Analytics, but Facebook
helps us track visitors to use in our Facebook Campaigns.

Once a visitor lands on our website, Facebook essentially counts them
using the pixel like a teacher counting kids on the bus before and after
a field trip. We can do some pretty cool things with this information.

STEP 1
The New Facebook Pixel

Find It. Install It. Do Cool Things.
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 In the past, Facebook gave us the Conversion Pixel, and we installed
that onto every page we wanted to track for the different conversions
we were measuring. If you're new to pixels, don't worry about this
piece. Just know that now, Facebook is giving us just ONE pixel that
we use for everything. Next week, we'll learn about how to modify this
pixel to help us track conversions from our ads, but for now I just want
you to get comfortable with the Facebook Pixel, installing it on your
website, and getting cozy with it as part of our ads strategy. Here we
go!
WHERE DO I FIND THE NEW FACEBOOK PIXEL?

When you log into Facebook, you should have a label on the left side
that says 'Ads Manager.' This assumes that you have set up an ads
account with Facebook and have submitted your credit card details in
order to begin placing ads. Do this first!

Now that you've clicked on Ads Manager, you'll see this page.

 In the past, Facebook gave us the Conversion Pixel, and we installed
that onto every page we wanted to track for the different conversions
we were measuring. If you're new to pixels, don't worry about this
piece. Just know that now, Facebook is giving us just ONE pixel that
we use for everything. Next week, we'll learn about how to modify this
pixel to help us track conversions from our ads, but for now I just want
you to get comfortable with the Facebook Pixel, installing it on your
website, and getting cozy with it as part of our ads strategy. Here we
go!
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The second option is pixels. Click on that.

After you click on the word pixels, you'll see this area. Click on
'Actions' and then 'View Pixel Code.'

Now this is where you will see your unique pixel code to copy and
paste in the 'head tag' of your website. IF YOU DON'T KNOW HOW TO
DO THIS, consult your web designer. Facebook allows you to easily
email this code to your web designer to begin the process of tracking
visitors.
HOW DO I INSTALL THE NEW PIXEL

As I stated above, you can easily get your web designer to install it for
you, but if you're somewhat familiar with adding snippets of code to
your website, you'll want to add the pixel to each page of your website
between the head tags of your web pages. Every website platform goes
about doing this differently, and you should contact customer support
to help you. It really is easy to do. Here is what it looks like on the
head tag of my weebly site. I just copy and paste the code right in!
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NOW THAT IT'S INSTALLED, WHAT COOL THINGS CAN WE DO
WITH IT?

Now that the pixel is properly installed on your website, Give it about
2 weeks before you start focusing on the data. Once you have some
traffic numbers coming from the pixel, you can turn those traffic
numbers into a Facebook Audience for targeting your ads (which we
will cover in this series).

Before I show you what creating an audience looks like, let me share
two cool things you can do with this new audience coming from your
website.

1) CREATE A UNIQUE OPT-IN

We will be covering the 5-step Opt-in Formula in an upcoming post
from this series, but here's what you can begin paying attention to
before we get there. If you see that a particular blog post is getting a
lot of traffic, you can create an ebook, infographic or simple .PDF
document to upgrade your content. People can then 'opt-in' to receive
your ebook, infographic or document by giving you their email address,
after which, you'll send it to them straightaway.
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For instance, let's say that you created a popular blog post on '10
Quotes That Changed My Life.' You could create beautiful images for
each quote that people could opt-in to receive and use on all their
social media accounts for free. You can continue to communicate with
all of the subscribers to your images, and offer 50 more for $20 or a
paid class on how to create them.

2) CREATE A LOOKALIKE AUDIENCE

Now that you're tracking visitors with the Facebook pixel, you can ask
Facebook to create an audience that looks just like those people. This
is called a 'lookalike audience' and Facebook takes the unique
characteristics from all your visitors and creates a larger audience
based on those characteristics. *Take a deep breath! By the time you
are done with this series, you'll be an expert at all of this, so stay with
me.
NOW WE'RE READY TO USE DATA FROM OUR PIXEL TO CREATE
AN AUDIENCE FOR ADS

Let's head back to our Facebook Pixel page and click on 'Create
Audience.' 

You'll see the following image. From here we are going to fill out all of
the information. In this example, I'm going to ask Facebook to create
an audience out of all the people who visited my 'Free Resources' page
from my navigation bar. I will target these people with a retargeting
ad, inviting them to join my free resource center. *Note - when
creating my ad, I will have to exclude anyone who already joined my
free resource center. Don't worry about that now. We'll take a look at
how to do this a little further down in our series. So stay tuned!
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When you're done filling that out, you'll get a little greeting from
Facebook.

Wow! You accomplished a lot today. Getting the Facebook Pixel
installed is the first thing you can do to become a killer ads strategist.
Next up, we'll take a look at modifying the pixel to track certain
outcomes like opt-ins, check-outs, etc. 
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In our last post, we talked all about the New Facebook Pixel and why it
is such a special piece of code. This week we are going to modify that
code in order to track our ads and make sure we are not wasting any
of those greenbacks! Money, unfortunately, doesn't grow on trees, so we
have to be smart Facebook Ads Strategists.

You'll remember how to access the Facebook Pixel from the last post,
but this week we are going to add a tiny bit more to the base code for
a specific outcome. I'm going to show you how I'm modifying the code
to measure opt-ins to my Free Resource Library. But before I do, let me
tell you what I did wrong with my pixel.

STEP 2
Modify the New Pixel for
Your Thank You Page
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I use a landing page resource called LeadPages. LeadPages allows me
to create a landing page so I can collect emails, add them to an email
list, and deliver them a freebie, giveaway or redirect them to a private
page on my website.

I was running ads to my free resource opt-in to the tune of a few
hundred dollars *sigh* but I wasn't tracking the right thing. Sure, I had
the pixel code on my LeadPages landing page, and on my secret library
page on my website. The problem was, I didn't know if people were
joining my free library from seeing and clicking on my ads, or from
links when I shared the landing page on all of my other social media
platforms.

I didn't know if a group thread, LinkedIn post or my Facebook ad was
responsible for the opt-in. For all I knew, every single person joining
my free library came from the many groups that I'm in. "cha-ching, but
in a bad way.*

So, I'm going to show you how to modify the code and put it in the
right place in order to track the right metrics and not waste anymore
mulaah (sp?).

FIRST
Let's go get the base pixel and copy and paste it into a word document.
I use Google Docs - you use what works best for you. This is where
we'll modify it.

We will be modifying the base pixel code right where the arrow is
pointing, just before the word 'script.' Hit your enter two times, and
let's go find the additional code we  need to track our ads. In this
example, I am going to track opt ins by using a 'Thank You' page after
people opt in. If they've gotten to my 'Thank You' page, then I know,
with my modified pixel, that they in fact came from my Facebook Ads
and I can be confident that I didn't waste any money! 
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To get our extra piece of code, we'll need to click on 'Create
Conversion' on the Facebook Pixel tab. Once there, you have many
options to choose from. What would you like to track? In my case it is
going to be 'Complete Registration.' I'll simply highlight the code
starting with fbq and add it to my base code, just before the 'script' in
the previous photo.

Here it is, neatly tucked right in the base pixel before the 'script' just
as Facebook tells us to do. 
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Now let's go to my Free Resources 'Thank You' page and install the
pixel so I can begin tracking the right page when I start to run my
Facebook Ads. Here's the landing page where I want to paste my
modified pixel on. 

Now my 'Thank You' is all set up for tracking. There is a couple of
important things we'll do before running our ads to make tracking
even more potent, but this is really the foundation of becoming a killer
Facebook Ads strategist. You will be way ahead of your competition if
you get this step locked down. 

Replace your base Facebook pixel code. This is what it looks like on
my LeadPage landing page.
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There is so much to cover about creating stunning images for your
Facebook Ads, but we will mainly focus on using Canva.com to achieve
our image goals. I do want to highlight some of my other favorite
image tools and resources before we dive in deep on Canva.

PICMONKEY
Picmonkey is a great online image editing tool that has loads of free
graphics and fonts to use. The free version gives you a lot of diversity
when you are just starting out. The paid version gives you some
amazing versatility when it comes to making your final images look
stunning. You can save your images anywhere you like: Dropbox,
Google Drive, Desktop. The downside is that it doesn't save your
images in a way that lets you edit them if you make a mistake and
realize it the next day. Boo! Sometimes, I'll create an image in Canva
and then do some cool edits in Picmonkey.

STEP 3
Create Stunning Images Using Canva.com
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WORDSWAG
Wordswag is my favorite app when I'm on the go and need to create
an image with a text overlay. In fact, one of my customers sent me an
urgent event reminder, and I had to create an image while on top of
Whistler Mountain. How's that for an on-the-go tool! It is well worth
the price at $3.99. Other apps I use are Whitegram and VSCO.

STOCK PHOTOS
There are a lot of places to get standard stock photos, but don't go
there! I'm talking about using professional stock photography from the
photographers themselves. I currently have a subscription to Rosemary
Watson. She is responsible for the coffee and donut image above. I pay
$29.99 each month and get 20 images. Plus, you get access to all
photos in the library from previous months, so I have access to over
200 at this point. This saves me time and money, and she takes
suggestions if there is something more in line for my business. I
encourage you to find photography subscriptions like this for your
business.

However, Canva has hundreds of free and $1 images to use for your
ads, so let's get started there!

Why Canva?

Canva is a great online tool for creating those stunning images like the
one above. I put a turquoise rectangle on top of the image and then
added text choosing from many font options.

As I mentioned they have free images, but you can also upload your
own and use one of their fancier images for just $1!

What I absolutely love, is that if you make a mistake or have a theme
you've created for several images, you can log in and continue to edit
each and every image you made. You'll need to upgrade, but it is
inexpensive and so well worth having this option.

Also, they have hundreds of templates for anything you want to create.
They even have a template for Facebook Ads sized properly! Yay.
*Note: If you are doing a page like ad on Facebook the size
requirement is going to be slightly different (1200px by 444px) than
the standard ad size (1200px by 628px).
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Let's get started on creating a stunning Facebook ad with Canva! Head
over to http://www.canva.com

Once there, you'll see some templates right away that you can choose
from. Keep in mind, you can also create a custom image by clicking on
the 'Use Custom Dimension' tab in the top right corner. This is what
you would click to create a Facebook Page Like ad using the
dimensions I mentioned above. But we are going to click on the 'plus
sign' and use the template Canva has already prepared for us called
'Facebook Ad' in the lower left corner.

Notice on the left-hand side there are design options, as well as a tab
for uploading your own image. Also, you can see templates already
designed by Canva for you to use. The free ones have a little 'free' icon
in the lower right corner. The images that don't, will cost $1. If your ad
is taking someone to a product page where they can purchase a
product, then $1 is a small price to pay to save you time while having
a beautiful image.
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Now you can see that I've chosen a free image and now all I have to do
is change the text. Canva gives me the option of changing the color,
size, font and placement of the text.  I think they're design team did a
good job, so I'm just going to keep everything as is, and change my
text.

Now my ad is finished and I can put it in a Facebook Ads folder for
when I'm ready to start creating my ad in Facebook. But let's say I
want to use my own image to promote my Summer Social Series. Let's
get rid of the palm trees and upload my own.
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You can see that with the upload tab highlighted, I can choose from
one of the many images to replace my ad with. I also moved over the
text to make a stunning image for my ad. I like this one so I'm going to
save it and use it later on in our series! But before I do, let's make sure
our ad doesn't violate Facebook's 20% text rule. *Note, this may change
in the near future, but it's better to be on the safe side so your ad
doesn't get rejected from having too much text. Let's head over to
https://www.facebook.com/ads/tools/text_overlay. This will help us
make sure we are in good shape to use this image for our ads.

It looks like this image ad will run normally! Woo-hoo!
Well, I hope you feel confident in creating amazing images with this
helpful tool. It doesn't have to be overwhelming or stop you from
moving forward with your Facebook Ads Strategy! Within a couple of
clicks, you will having a professional looking ad.

https://www.facebook.com/ads/tools/text_overlay
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We have taken some pretty important steps to becoming a killer
Facebook ads strategist in just a few weeks. By the end of this series
you will feel confident about running ads that connect and convert
without wasting time and money. Hooray!

This week it's time to hone in on WHO we are trying to connect with
and what we can offer them to solve their problems. Let me take you
through my 5 Step Opt-in Formula to help clarify your intention. *An
opt-in is also referred to as a lead-magnet, freebie, giveaway, etc. We
view opt-ins as free worksheets, checklists, spreadsheets, swipe files,
documents or anything that you give to a person in exchange for their
email address.

STEP 4
Create Amazing Freebies and Opt-ins Using the 

5 - Step Formula
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So what is the 5 Step Opt-in Formula?

1) Research
2) Problem Solving
3) Creation
4) Landing Pages
5) Email Integration

These are the five things you need to have in place before we start
creating any ads. Your life will be so much easier and your future
subscribers will feel valued and nurtured.
1) RESEARCH

The most important thing you can do for your business and future
followers is to research topics and trends that relate to what you want
to eventually promote. Let's say that we want to do research on
Facebook Ads because we eventually want to sell our Facebook Ads
Services to small business owners.

So we are heading to Buzzsumo.com to take a look at trending articles
on the subject.

Buzzsumo retrieves trending articles from the last 24 hours. We can
also see where on social media these articles were shared. The top post
looks interesting to me, so let's click on that because it has been
shared the most.

https://www.facebook.com/ads/tools/text_overlay
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After clicking on the post, we can see the 6 types of Facebook Ads
that are being shared here. I can determine that this is relevant to
what I eventually want to offer, and resonates with my potential
audience.

This first step will help you gather actual data about your topic and
eliminate what you 'hope' or 'think' your audience wants to hear.
Research is key!
2) PROBLEM SOLVING
This research has given us some valuable information about Facebook
Ads. How can we turn this research into an opt-in? Let's take a look.
First, we know that people want to run ads that will win customers. We
also know that people want repeat customers. Implied in the article is
people fear wasting money on ads. Now we've got some opt-in ideas we
can play around with. '5 Ways to Save Money with Facebook Ads' or '6
Examples of Winning Facebook Ads.' 

3) CREATION

Now it's time for us to create our opt-in. Will it be a swipe file of actual
Facebook Ad screenshots? Will it be a checklist? There is a little
effort and work involved in creating a unique opt-in, but if you follow
the tools in our last step (Step 3), you can create a useful and stunning
.PDF document that people can opt in to download and use. In the past,
I have created the 10 Ultimate List Building Strategies and the Ideal
Client Worksheet as opt-ins for my audience. What can you put
together? Are the wheels in your brain spinning. Jot down the first
things that pop into your mind.

https://www.facebook.com/ads/tools/text_overlay
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4) LANDING PAGES

We've done our research, decided on what problem to solve for our
audience and created the actual opt-in, now we need to put it all
together on a landing page where people can give their name and
email in exchange for the opt-in. We'll be covering landing pages as
part of our series soon, but for now, I want you to determine where this
exchange will take place. I use LeadPages landing pages, but you can
also create a dedicated page on your website to explain and promote
your opt-in. Here is what my opt-in looks like for my Free Resource
Library.

Under the opt-in box, I explain a little bit more about what's inside the
library and I also include a short introductory video on my free
workshop on list building. Do you have the ability to dedicate a page
on your website for this exchange? What help do you need to get this
step done? 

5) Email Integration

After someone gives me their name and email address, they'll click the
pink button to join the free resource library. What happens next is
automatic and amazing! I've integrated my email service provider with
that pink button so that when someone clicks on it, they immediately
get added to an email list I created called 'Free Resource Library
Subscribers.' Once they get added to the list, they will receive a
welcome email with their special link to access the library.

https://www.facebook.com/ads/tools/text_overlay
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This all happens automatically because I've already done the work
beforehand to set it up. What also happens after they click the button
is they get redirected to a 'Thank You' page where I personally thank
them for joining. *Note, this is also where I add my Modified Facebook
Pixel from Step 2 of our series.

In the past, I had a form on a page of my website that wasn't
integrated with my email service provider. When someone opted in, I
received an email from my web host. I would then have to copy the
email address and then paste it into a list inside my email provider.

This took up so much of my time! I quickly came to my senses and
signed up with LeadPages, integrated that with MailChimp and
everything happens automatically when I'm asleep or doing more
important things. Win/Win! My subscribers don't have to wait for me
to give them access to the lead magnet, freebie, giveaway, worksheet
or checklist.
Take some time to ponder this very important part of the series. This
is the nitty gritty, the meat and potatoes of what you will offer your
very important people. If you need help, you can always ask me via
email or inside the Girlfriend's Guide to Social Media Group on
Facebook.

https://www.facebook.com/ads/tools/text_overlay
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Let me tell you about a big mistake I made with my Facebook ads just
a few months ago when launching my new workshop, The List Building
Lockbox.

The objectives I chose for my Facebook Ads were 'Website
Conversions' and ' Clicks to Website.' That means you have to give
Facebook a website url to send people to after they click on your ad.
Here's where I messed up and lost money.

I was promoting my workshop with the ads, but I was also promoting
on my podcast, in Facebook groups, Instagram and Twitter. I even
shared the same link on LinkedIn as well. THE PROBLEM was that I
was using the same website url for each of these platforms.

STEP 5
Track Ads with a UTM Code from Google. Very Important!
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That means I couldn't tell if someone signed up through my ad or from
any of the other places I shared the link because the landing page was
the same and the url was the same. This is where UTM tracking links
come into play. I don't want you to make the same mistake!

UTM Tracking links actually add qualifiers to the end of a url so you
can tell exactly how a person got to your landing page. The beginning
of the url is the same, but we modify the end of the link based on
where we shared each link. We can create one for our ads, and use a
different link for organic shares.

First, let's create a UTM link for our ad.
To create our special links, we need to head over to Google URL
Builder. This process is easy to do, and you will thank yourself for
saving money by tracking your ads like crazy. Here is what the form
builder looks like.

You can keep this really simple and specific to you. Note that when
someone clicks on this url, they will be able to see it, so keep it classy
and not agist or sexist.

I entered the url that I want people to land on. Remember, I was using
this same url for my ads and my other shares. Now, I'm entering in
some qualifiers so that I know if people are coming from my ad.

In the Campaign Source I enter Facebook Ad because that is the
referrer in my case. For Campaign Medium, I put Clicks to Website and
for Campaign Name, I put List Building Lockbox because that is what
I'm promoting. See my new url below.

https://www.facebook.com/ads/tools/text_overlay
https://www.facebook.com/ads/tools/text_overlay
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You have to read between the special characters, but you can see the
qualifiers that I put in. Now I can use this url for my Facebook Ad and
track it through my Google Analytics. To track in analytics, go to the
Admin page, select Goals and create a new goal. You'll enter in the
details from the url AFTER the forward slash. In my case, I would enter
from the ? on.
Now let's head over to Facebook's Power Editor and see exactly where
our new link should go. We'll be creating an ad during this series, but
for now we need to make sure we have the correct url for tracking.
This is all part of setting yourself up to be a killer ads strategist!

When we are creating our ad, we want to put our new url in the
website area. This is where we want people to land after they click on
our ad. With our spiffy new qualifiers, we can be sure that people got
to our landing page from our ad.

https://www.facebook.com/ads/tools/text_overlay
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Now we're all set! So what do we do when we want to share the same
landing page to our other social media outlets? My preference is to use
a link shortener like bit.ly. Use that link to track when someone comes
from a social platform. Here's what my recent bit.ly shortener looks
like from last week's Huffington Post article I wrote on this Summer
Social Series. 

I shortened this link and created a custom phrase so that I would know
I shared this on various social media platforms. I could easily create an
ad to this article by creating a UTM link as I've shown you, and use
this link shortener for organic shares. Here is what my analytics for
this link look like. Remember, I didn't place an ad to this yet. This was
shared right after my article posted and all the clicks are organic and
not paid. 

Bit.ly gives you some analytics of their own. It tells me that there were
200 clicks from Facebook, 8 from dark posts (which is usually
Instagram) and only 1 from Twitter. This makes sense as I shared this
link inside just three of my Facebook Groups.
Well there you go! I know this was a lot but so necessary to keep your
paid traffic and organic traffic separate. Running ads is more than just
writing some copy, creating an image and selecting an audience. You
really have to be strategic and put all the pieces into place even before
you begin creating your ads. 

https://www.facebook.com/ads/tools/text_overlay
https://www.facebook.com/ads/tools/text_overlay
https://www.facebook.com/ads/tools/text_overlay
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About a year ago, I decided to create a video series as my free
giveaway and I created a form on my website with a landing page to
collect email registrations for the class. It was  awful!

Why? Because I had to copy and paste each and every email into my
mailchimp account by hand and send an email with a link to the class
manually! This took me a little more than an hour each morning as
registrations came through. I even cut registration short because this
particular chore was so tasking. I failed to automate my landing page. 

STEP 6
Creating an Optimized Landing Page to Collect Opt-ins

While You Sleep!
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Now, I collect registrations for all of my giveaways and classes while I
sleep. It's a beautiful thing!

Part of being a killer Facebook Ads strategist is saving yourself time
(time is money, peace and sanity in your business). When someone
clicks on your ad, you want them to land on a page where they can
register for your opt-in.

Here is what the process looks like now.

I create a welcoming landing page in LeadPages. This is the one for
my free resource page. You can create all sorts of landing pages for
the various things you are doing in your business.

When they enter their name and email, they click the pink button to
join. Let me take you behind-the-scenes of my LeadPages account to
show you what happens next, and why an automated landing page is
so awesome.

https://www.facebook.com/ads/tools/text_overlay
https://www.facebook.com/ads/tools/text_overlay
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When they sign up, they automatically get redirected to a 'Thank You'
page where I offer the opportunity to watch my latest webinar on
email marketing. In the image below, you can see that I've integrated
my mailchimp account which puts my new subscriber's email in a
particular list. This list is called Free Resource Library. 

Remember, this is all happening automatically! They enter their name
and email, they get redirected to a 'Thank You' page and
simultaneously added to a list inside my email account. Lovely! Next,
they'll get an automated email sent right to their inbox with their
special link for the free resources they signed up for. Here is a picture
of that exact email.

https://www.facebook.com/ads/tools/text_overlay
https://www.facebook.com/ads/tools/text_overlay
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Here is what this automation process looks like inside my email
account. 

I set up each email in advance and tell Mailchimp when to send them
out. The first email goes out as soon as someone fills out the form
from LeadPages and presses the pink JOIN button. I then space out
the next two emails over 11 days. I can keep adding automated emails
for as long into the future as I want to. Genius!

It does take a little bit of an investment and time up front, but once
you have the process up and running, everything happens
automatically and you'll reap so many benefits from it.

Have I convinced you to automate this process? I've been running
Facebook ads to this landing page so people can join my free resource
library. Now, my new subscribers don't have to wait for my freebies.
Yay!

https://www.facebook.com/ads/tools/text_overlay
https://www.facebook.com/ads/tools/text_overlay
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Wow! We are over halfway through this Summer Social Series. You are
amazing and I sure hope you are getting a lot out of this content.
Today is all about creating a Google Goal so we can track our
Facebook Ads and make sure they are working for us.

This is additional leverage for UTM tracking links in Facebook we
learned in Step 4, but I wanted to go into a little more detail about
how to set it up. First, you'll need a Google Analytics account, and then
you'll go to the Admin tab.

STEP 7
Create a Google Goal to Track Analytics from Your Ad
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And then select Goals in the far right column.

Once there, you can choose a template, but in this example we're going
to do a custom goal.

Next, I'll name the goal. In this example, I want to track people who
click on my Facebook Ad to read my Huffington Post article, and who
then click over to my website and join the Free Resource Library. I'll
know if they converted to subscribers if they land on the 'Thank You'
page I set up in LeadPages.



Next, I'll enter my destination link. Since I'm tracking whether or not
people who read the article opt in to my resources, I enter the 'Thank
You' page they land on after opting in. I'm also choosing to put a dollar
value on this goal, because I know that over the course of a year, my
hope is that they will purchase one of my workshops. My email
marketing workshop is $127 and is my most expensive product.

I thought about create a dollar value for the least expensive product of
mine, but the lifetime value of a customer is worth more than that in
my business. You'll have to determine what your monetary value is for
your goals.

We also want to make sure that we aren't counting everyone who
lands on the 'Thank You' page because they could come from a
podcast episode or YouTube or some other area that I may not be
tracking. So I create a 'Funnel' and tell Google that I'm tracking only
people who came from my HuffPost article. True, some people may
stumble upon the article by fate and not ads, but the chances of that
are slim. 

Now we've successfully created our Goal and are primed and ready to
start designing our ads. Woop!
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Do you remember the exact moment you decided to start your
business? I do. It was just after a beloved children's store shut its
doors. I had been tweeting and blogging away on social media for 18
months and decided I could use my knowledge up to that point to help
other small businesses avoid a similar fate. My client? Small
businesses in my neighborhood. Here's what's wrong with that broad
client persona.

STEP 8
How to Create Your Ideal Client Avatar or Target
Market Persona. Who Are Your Marketing to?



I live in the 9th coolest small towns in America, and visited often well
before moving here. Snohomish is quite literally a city out of a Thomas
Kinkade painting. Small businesses abound in the Historic District with
nearly 200 businesses in a 1 mile radius. These businesses range from
bustling boutiques, breweries, wineries, restaurants, pubs, attorneys,
chiropractors, hair salons, etc. How could I create successful business
cards, web pages, or even ads with such a wide ranging group of small
businesses?

Creating a client persona or ideal client avatar means that you take
the aspects and attributes of your 'ideal' client and create a profile for
them. Think of it like you're creating a profile for them on social media.
I have two examples coming up for you, but I want to get your juices
flowing with a few questions. You'll also get my 'Target Market Cheat
Sheet' that I'm providing for you at the end of this post.

Question 1. On a scale of 1-10, how well do you know your ideal client?
10 being your BFF.
Question 2. What would your ideal client eat for breakfast M-F?
Questions 3. Does your ideal client bend toward the positive or the
negative?
Questions 4. What is your ideal client's top 3 fears in life - real or
imagined?

Questions like these are meant to get into the mind of an actual
person who would be a perfect candidate for your problem-solving
product or services. Having a broad customer persona leaves a lot of
revenue on the table.

Let me share a couple of examples I was introduced to. The first is an
article in Fast Company about the popular boutique, Anthropologie. In
it, a very useful description jumps off the page:

"Ask anyone at Anthropologie who that customer is, and they can
rattle off a demographic profile: 30 to 45 years old, college or post-
graduate education, married with kids or in a committed relationship,
professional or ex-professional, annual household income of $150,000
to $200,000. But those dry matters of fact don't suffice to flesh out the
living, breathing woman most Anthropologists call "our friend." Senk,
46, says, "I like to describe her in psychographic terms. She's well-read
and well-traveled. She is very aware — she gets our references,
whether it's to a town in Europe or to a book or a movie. She's urban
minded. She's into cooking, gardening, and wine. She has a natural
curiosity about the world. She's relatively fit.""



The next example I want to share is from a woman named Jasmine
Star. Jasmine is a photographer who has turned her business into a
place for other photogs to learn from. Here is a description of her ideal
client, Elle (she gave her a name!).

"She lives in Manhattan beach, CA. She is married and has two
adorable boys. She drives an oversized white SUV. Prior to ending up
in Manhattan Beach, CA, she grew up in Ojai, CA. That is about 30-40
minutes from downtown Los Angeles. She grew up on her father's goat
farm. He raised goats and would milk the goats. She would run the
fields with her goats and along the way she would collect wildflowers
and herbs and that became a huge part of her identity. As she grew
older, she moved to downtown LA and started creating organic goat
milk soap. On each bar of soap she inlaid herbs and flowers and it
became a huge part of her identity. She got married. She moved to
Manhattan Beach and now sells her goat's milk soap in a farmer's
market in Manhattan Beach. Opportunity arose for her. A buyer from
Anthropologie was walking through the stalls and came across her
soap and said, 'I want to carry your soap in Anthropologie.' The biggest
decision Elle had to make was whether or not her business was
streamlined, whether or not she had built a brand, and whether or not
she was able to leverage her marketing in a way to facilitate this
request from Anthropolgie. The person I just introduced you to, my
friend, is made up in my mind. Her name is Elle and she is my ideal
client."

Amazing right?!

Now it's time for you to take a crack at defining your ideal client in a
similar way.

I know what you're thinking. You think if you narrow down your ideal
client to these granular details, that you'll miss out on all the other
'types' of clients out there. The thing is, once you begin speaking the
way your ideal client speaks, you stand to gain more business because
your people will 'get' you because you 'get' them.

You may lose some folks for sure, but they probably wouldn't be a
good fit for you anyway.

I look forward to meeting your ideal client. Share her inside my
Facebook group or by leaving a comment.

You are well on your way to becoming a killer Facebook ads strategist
and this exercise is going to put you over the top!
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Last week, we talked about creating an ideal client persona or ideal
client avatar. I hope you downloaded the cheat sheet and did your
homework because this week we are putting our ideal client's words
right inside of our Facebook ads. This is where we will connect with
our clients and promise to solve their very real problems.
Copywriting is a skill that, when done smoothly, can attract loads of
attention which lead to clicks, which leads to interest, which leads to
trust, which leads to revenue for your business. We'll look at some
simple steps and some Facebook Ad examples to help you write
amazing ad copy. Are you ready?

STEP 9
Create Amazing Ad Copy that Speaks to

Your Ideal Client



In this article in Forbes, we are given seven strategies to keep in mind
when writing copy. Hint, it's more about them and less about our
products and services. Here, briefly are the steps recommended:

Step 1 - Utilize Buyer Personas - Hey, that sounds familiar!
Step 2 - Focus on Value-added Content
Step 3 - Be Relatable
Step 4 - Prioritize the 'why' over the 'what.'
Step 5 - Bring out Some Emotion
Step 6 - Create a Compelling Story
Step 7 - Create Value over your Brand

It can be a challenge to do, but we need to shift our thought process
from, "Hey, I have this product that you just have to have," to "Hey
friend, I understand you're feeling ______, and I can relate. This
product/service will eliminate every ounce of stress due to ______." By
doing this we can start to create a relationship with lasting value.

Remember that first-time buyers are great for testing your market. But
it's the repeat buyer that is most important to your business. Your
copywriting skills from your ads, to the landing page, to the product
page, to the email follow-up, will create those repeat buyers. If you do
it right and focus on THEM.

Let's take a look at a few ads right from my own timeline. You can do
this on your own timeline and start taking notes to help you with your
future Facebook ads.



Let's use the seven step checklist above and see if this ad by Digital
Marketer targeted me as they're ideal client correctly.

Step 1 - They nailed it! I am going to be refining some of the products
I already have. So they used buyer personas accurately. Yay, Digital
Marketer.
Step 2 - They also focused on value-added content. I love a little
teaser class, which they are offering AND a launch checklist. I'm in!
Step 3 - Relatable? Yes, indeed. They said they made the mini class for
me and they tell me my brand 'deserves to win in the marketplace.' I
think so too!
Step 4 - Right away I can see the 'why' of this product. They don't
want me to fail in my attempts to launch my new product. They're
even going to hold my hand and give me a free 3-part class and the
checklist.
Step 5 - Emotion? With this ad, I feel like if I don't take the class, I
might fail at my next launch. This isn't a good feeling (I've experienced
it before) and so I want to soak up all the knowledge I can to make
sure I'm successful.
Step 6 - Storytelling? Well, not so much in this quick ad. But if I were
to click on the ad, it might give me stories and testimonials.
Step 7 - Value over Brand? Definitely. When I read this ad, I don't feel
sold to. I just feel like this is something I need to check out. I feel like I
can trust these people!

Let's take a look at a few more just for kicks and giggles. 



Well, isn't this interesting. In doing research for this post, I searched up
'copywriting' and look what Facebook delivers right to me. An ad on
copywriting with a promise to do it all under 10 minutes!

Last week, I did an intensive training on digital marketing for
delegates in downtown Seattle. Part of the workshop was an in-depth
chat on Google Adwords. Look what is being offered up to me.
Facebook Ads work and are relevant.

You can see how powerful Facebook Ads are and you are on your way
to becoming a killer strategist so you can grow your business. Doing
research like this will really put you ahead of your competition. You
are just about ready to create your ads.

Before I let you go, here is a great post by Scott Adams of Dilbert
fame. The Day You Became a Better Writer.  

I'm so proud of you. Look at you go!
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Targeting your ads in Facebook is one of the hardest things to get
right. It will require a lot of testing on your part, but not a huge
budget. My suggestion will be to start your ads at $5 each day and
incrementally increase once you see which ads are working for you. If
you feel pretty confident on who you want to target (hello, ideal client
avatar!), you can test quickly and fail fast by starting at $20 each day.

Failing fast just means you are spending a higher amount for one or
two audience targets to find out which one is going to be the show
stopper. It means instead of spending your $50 budget over 10 days,
you spend it in 2 days or so to find the golden goose.

STEP 10
How to Select the Right Audience to Target Inside

Facebook Ad Sets



Let's begin relatively easy and create a custom audience with
information you already have. Head over to Facebook's Power Editor
and click on Audiences.

Facebook gives you a few options to choose from. Once you click on
'Create Audience' you can choose to create a custom audience,
lookalike audience or saved audience. In our example, we will create a
custom audience. Facebook gives us a list of options.

Now I want you to think about some of the data you might already
possess. Do you have an email list? You can upload your list here and
Facebook will match the records for you. If they log into Facebook
with the same email they gave you - it's a match and Facebook can
create an audience out of those fine folks. You can create amazing ads
just for them!

You can also ask Facebook to create an audience out of your website
traffic. AND since you've installed the pixel on your website in week 1
of this series, you'll have some data there to work with. Facebook will
walk you through the steps to get your information up and ready.

If you don't already have any of this kind of data. Not to worry! When
we can take a look at ' Lookalike Audiences.'



This is where you can create an audience that looks similar to the
people who already like your Facebook page. 1% of the audience
created will match most closely to your page. From here, when we set
out to create our ads next week, we can add layers on top of this
audience. Meaning, if Facebook returns 1 million people who look
similar to your page followers, you can add an interest, job title,
behavior, etc. to this audience to narrow them down. Facebook Ads
expert, Claire Pelletreau suggests narrowing your audience size to
around 100.000 people for best results.

WANT TO SKIP CREATING AUDIENCES ALL TOGETHER? EAGER
TO JUST DIVE INTO RUNNING YOUR AWESOME AD? OK, THEN!

Once you get into the 'ad set' portion of your ad, (remember, we'll be
creating our ads next week so if you don't know what an ad set is,
don't worry!), you'll be able to use Facebook's seemingly infinite
audience target possibilities. This week I want you to focus on some
combinations of audiences that you want to target so that next week
you have a list of at least 5 audiences to target.

IF YOU ARE IN THE HEALTH SPACE
Are you trying to help people lose weight? Start a healthy diet? Here
is an example for you that might work well in my experience with the
page The Flirty Herb:

People living in the US, ages 35-54 interested in the page Green
Smoothie Girl

We got 433 page likes at only .44 per like - unheard of! We spent a
total of $165 on this page like campaign for our 30-day challenge



IF YOU ARE IN THE HEALTH AND BEAUTY SPACE
Once of my clients is a creator of organic hand-crafted baby and body
care called Biesecker Body Care. We ran the follow ads that did really
well.
People living in the US, all ages, interested in the Page Juice Beauty
We received 421 page likes at a cost of $1.10 per like

We spent $462 on this page like campaign over 8 weeks. We started at
75 likes.

We also ran an ad targeting the page Yes to Carrots which worked out
as well at $1.06 per page like.

PERSONAS

Are you beginning to see how all of this is tying together nicely? If
you know a little something about who you are trying to target, you
can start to develop some audiences. Sometimes a page you have in
mind to target won't show up in the detailed targeting area of
Facebook, but you just have to keep trying. I happened to land on
Green Smoothie Girl, but I was actually looking for Simple Green
Smoothies which didn't come up.



You can also use the detailed targeting area to put combinations of
demographics together. Here are a few examples:
People in the US who just had a new baby (life event targeting) who
are interested in Colic (interest targeting). This is ideal if you sell a
soothing baby product.
People in the US who are Chief Marketing Officers (job title targeting).
People in Woodinville, WA (location targeting), who are heavy buyers
of wine (behavior targeting) and like pages or visited websites about
empty nest syndrome (interest targeting). This one is great for anyone
with a specialty wine product, magazine or wine event.
Ok, now it's your turn! If you are feeling brave, begin to craft 5
audiences with your ideal targeting ideas. 

Now you are finally ready to begin creating successful Facebook Ads! 
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